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Is Naveen
afraid of
Samir Dey?

Groom
smaller
than the bride!

Hike in Home loans
turn buyers ought to
do a re-think

Buddha & the Orissa  History Congress

bride!!!

Orissa History
Congress held
its 28th Annual

Session at Fakirmohan
College at Balasore on
3rd and 4th February,
2007. The presidential
address given by its
President Dr Harish

Chandra Panda in a 12-
paged booklet  is  a
scholarly output  that
needs to be read by those
who are interested in
history but are not
accredited historians by
token of university
certificates. Dr. Panda
has used his elected

forum to point at
“distortions” in history
through  selective sectarian
verbatim that in another
way has opened a
Pandora ‘s  box not for
his colleagues who have
doctorate degrees but for
those who are anxious to

have doctorate degrees
in future.

When scientists at
NASA denied a planet
status to Pluto, nobody
raised a voice of dissent.
It was a part of finding
after a lot of research put
into making the
statement that Pluto dos

not qualify to become a
planet. It is not
‘distortion’ of the earlier
finding. A research
always opens  up new
pastures that may or may
not carry the truth human
minds always vouch for.
It is not the ultimate truth

for those who  come later
with their minds more
open to freshness of
nobility of thoughts.
When historians offer
varied opinions at the
couched forum of their
choice, it is not
“distortion” to outside
world. They perhaps

consider others as
outsiders or invaders or
numeric non-historians
who when pledge out
something different from
what the historians have
long said or done in
history books. Thus
making of “ distortions”

into two types one by the
historians and the other
by the non-historians are
what the Orissa History
Congress chanced upon to
stumble at its last annual
session at Balasore.

Expressing agony of
his heart Dr. Panda has
said , “ The Increasing

Trend of Making History
a Victim of Distortion in
Orissa Context and
Growing Influence of the
Hijackers of History
from its True Course.”
He has cited a lot of
examples to show how
assumptions also have
misled history to take
wrong course. Dr.
Panda’s agonized heart
has taken care of all tit bits
of present day scholarly
presentations by  their
subjective utterances
which have taken a
sloganised stand instead
of taking and adopting
proper procedural
approach to the subject of
historical research in order
to stop history becoming
make –belief history.

“Deliberate attempt”,
“prejudiced mind,
“ignorance”, “emotion”,
“coloured vision”, “
manipulation”, and a lot
more  have gone into
making Orissan history “

While on one
hand Chief
M i n i s t e r

Patnaik is busy in
dreaming for a better
Orissa, his colleagues in
the administration seem
to be creating lots of
problems for him. The
latest is the situation
allegedly  created by
Orissa Assembly Speaker
and M.L.A. from Puri
Maheswar Mohanty.
Though Mohanty had
survived the Puri land
scam and had virtually
overpowered his political
enemies by enjoying
support of Chief
Minister Patnaik. The
present controversy
relating to the seizure of
BJD election materials
from a vehicle of the
assembly deputed on the
duty of the Speaker has
virtually put him in a
tight spot. While
Mohanty has challenged
the authority of State
Election Commissioner
Sanjib Hota for asking
for Crime Branch probe
and instructing the
A.D.M. Puri to file F.I.R.
against Mohanty, Hota
has remained unper-
turbed in exercising his
constitutional power to

“conduct free and fair
election”.

While the SEC
ordered the Sub-
Collector of Puri to file
FIR against the Speaker,
the Sub-Collector
complied with his
direction. Mohanty
alleged that in this case,
the Election Commission
has ‘crossed its limits’
and acted on personal

grudge against him, as it
seems clear from the
chronology of events.

On February 6
evening, a Tata Sumo of
the Assembly was halted
near Chandanpur in Puri
district by the Congress
supporters, alleging that
the vehicle was carrying
false ballot papers
relating to the ongoing
panchayat elections and

chirkutis (pieces of
papers bearing voters’
names and addresses)
issued by the BJD.

Congress leader and
former Puri MLA Uma
Ballav Rath filed an FIR
with the police, seeking
seizure of the vehicle.
The driver of the vehicle
filed a counter FIR,
alleging that some
unknown persons had

Prying
Eyes

Naveen is caught between
two horns of a dilemma.
The question of initiating
action against the recent
seizure of the assembly
vehicle at the behest of the

election
commission
has led the

situation to an impasse.
The expanisionist designs
of various industrial
houses for prime land
grabbing coupled with the
intent desire of the high
flying guru�s has put
Naveen in a fix observes;

Prasanta Patnaik.

NANANANANAVEEN IN A FIXVEEN IN A FIXVEEN IN A FIXVEEN IN A FIXVEEN IN A FIX

Maheswar in trouble

thrown the chirkutis
inside the vehicle in
order to blame him for
the offence. Objecting to
it, the Congress
supporters raised hue
and cry and demanded
seizure of the vehicle.
Apprehending a law and
order situation, the Sub-
Collector issued a
written instruction to the
Officer-in-Charge of

Chandanpur Police
Station to seize the
vehicle.

The OIC treated the
written instruction of the
Sub-Collector as another
FIR and seized the
vehicle. On receiving the
information about the
alleged misuse of an
official vehicle for
election purpose, the
SEC asked the Director

General of Police to get
the matter inquired by
the Crime Branch (CB).
Accordingly, the DGP
asked the CB to go for
an immediate inquiry.
While the CB is
inquiring the matter, the
SEC ordered the Sub-
Collector to file an FIR
against the Speaker for
misusing his powers.

“In this whole

process, where is my
fault?” Mohanty asked.
“When the CB’s probe is
on, how come the SEC
asks the Sub-Collector to
file an FIR against me?”
he further questioned. “It
may be pointed out that
on February 6, the Sub-
Collector, who was on
the spot, did not blame
me for the same. Then,
how come the SEC
jumped to his conclusion,”
Mohanty demanded.

Pointing accusing
fingers at the SEC,
Mohanty has alleged,” It
is nothing but personal
ire against me that SEC
Hota is carrying, as I
allowed the debate on
the land scam issue
while discharging my
Constitutional duty as
the Speaker.”

The scam relates to
settlement of a big patch
of Government land in
favour of a private
person by the then
Member, Board of
Revenue, Sanjeev
Chandra Hota. A few
days before his
retirement, Hota had
settled the case and the
Government went to the
High Court objecting to

Turn to page-5

Turn to page-2

Panoramic Orissa

The recent pronouncement by the Orissa History
Congress president Dr. Harish Chandra Panda deserves
unequivocal commendation that charlatanism by non-
historians cannot be maintained at any cost. This syndrom
would amount not only to distortion of truth but also invite
deviation from the world of truth like, some non-historians
inviting a fresh controversy with regard to Buddha’s birth
place Kapilabastu being the Kapileshwar village in
Bhubaneswar; opines Akhil Kumar Sahoo.

Chilika:
a thing of beauty is

joy for ever.
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FACE TO FACE
Preserve, Protect & Defend
The values of Orissan Architecture:

Degulkar
Mr. G.B. Degulkar,
who has his Ph.D from
Pune University and
D.Litt from Nagpur
University on Temple
Architecture of
Maharastra, is now
carrying on his mission
of excavation of ancient
architectures while
engaging   himself
relentlessly on the
pursuit of educating the
masses of the value of
our rich heritage and
splendid temple
architecture.
Mr. Soumendra Jena
had an exclusive
interview with
Mr. Degulkar during the
later’s visit to
Sisupalagarh of Orissa.

Q. What about the excavation at
Sisupalgarh after many years
again?
A. My friend Mr. Rabi Mohanty
who with the help of a Research
Foundation of America has had
been engaged in this job of
excavation at Sisuplalgarh for the
second time after 35 years, hopes
to unravel more findings for our
study materials. This type of
excavation work ought to be
conducted on long term basis
rather than being temporal in
nature. Besides such endeavours
should be extended to all parts of

Orissa, wherein ancient
monuments and architectural
remains are lying under the earth
in this part of the country.
Q. What’s your feeling her in
Orissa?
A. People in this part of the land
have no knowledge about the rich
architectural remains. They have
also no responsibility to shoulder
in connection with discharging
their future responsibilities. As for
example, the people straying into
the Udayagiri hills go on defacing
the valuable monuments by
writing their name in chalk and

coal little realizing that, those who
had, created the inscriptions in the
Udayagiri hills , did not think it
proper to write names on it.

Those are undoubtedly a low
taste of the people and can be
ascribed as nothing but savagery.
The people of the locality should
be trained and educated about the
value of such ancient monuments.
The visitors also must be informed
about the value of it.
Q. What your valuable opinion
about the art and architecture
here at this land of Orissa?
A. Orissa is nothing but a mini-
India. Here occurred a confluence
of many cultures and many a
people. The late Mr. Sadasiva
Rath Sarma and Elies Bonor who
were pioneers in introducing the
glory and grandeur of the ancient
Kalingan temple architecture to
the whole world are to be
remembered for their
monumental contribution, though
they are no more. India was not
only a country of 33 millions of
people, but it is a land of 33
millions of Gods and Goddesses.
These gods and goddesses
representing our culture are
delineated, through symbols. As
a matter of fact; some of our gods
and goddesses are armed with
weapons, but the Britishers during
their stay here have turned these
symbolic gods as demon gods,

thereby plaguing the minds of our
people with wrong notions. This
is high time now, we need to
excavate our earth here and
conduct studies diligently basing
on our wholesome cultural
approach.

I know the Maratha rulers of
the past have extended their
support for preserving, protecting
and defending the ancient images
of gods and goddesses of Orissa.
As for example the legendary  Sun

temple of Konark which was
totally lying enveloped under the
huge sand dunes at Konark sea-
shore, was unearthed duly by
Bhonsle ruler  and warr ior
Bhaskar Rao Kolhatkar. The
king of the then Maratha had

deployed the forces and helped
in excavating this present day
Sun temple at Konark. In this
connection, I remember  also
that Aruna pillars in front of the
Jagannath temple was carried
from Konark to Puri by the help
of Maratha rulers.
Q. What about your plans &
programmes?
A. I have been carrying on with
the mission, of  creat ing
awareness among the people

about  the value of ancient
monuments and heritages besides
discharging my duties towards
excavation works. Of course this
work is carried on under the aegis
of SASKAR BHARATI TRUST
throughout the country.

Haemorrhoids and Homoeopathy
Health

Dr. Sandhya Rani Behera

The rapidly changing life
styles of this modern
civilized society are

adversely affecting the health
conditions of human beings. Due
to the day to day stress and
strains, the normal health scenario
of human beings become more
fluctuating. Now-a-days there are
as many diseases as the number
of human beings. Hemorrhoid is
one of them. The prevalence of
haemorrhoidal disease is less in
underdeveloped countries. The
typical low fibre, high fat western
diet is associated with
constipation straining and the
development of sysmptomatic
haemorrhoids.

In modern system of
medicine, surgery is the only
way to get rid of piles which is
beneficial but complications and
recurrence outstand the
beneficial effects of surgery.
This gives Homoeopathy ample
scope to establish its efficacy, in
so called surgical diseases. Our
vast Homoeopathic literature
indicates number of drugs which
are effective in treating
haemorrhoids and also gives
stress on dietary restriction,
sufficient water intake and
regular partice of pranayam.
SYMPTOMS OF
HAEMORRHOIDS.
l Bright red, Painless bleeding.
l Mucous discharge
l Prolapse
l Pain only on prolapse.
INVESTIGATION
l Inspection
l Digital examination.
l Proctoscopy
l Sigmoidoscopy
INDICATION OF SOME
COMMON DRUGS
Assculuship:-
l Blind haemorrhoids
l Painful, feels as if full of small
sticks
l Constipation with dry hard
stool.
l Associated with severe lumbo-
sacral backache
RATANHIA:
l -Constipation with hard stool

l Burning and pain as is splinters
of glass were sticking in anus and
rectum.
l For hours after stool.
PALONIA-
l Abrocious pain with and after
each stool
l Mostly associated with fissure.
l Ams is constantly damp.
Num Vom:-
l Haemorrhoids be large and
blind with pain
l Constipation with frequent
unsuccessful desire.
l Especially if excited by
sedentary habits or abuse of
stimulants.
Sulphur:-
l-Constipation and hard knotty
dry stool.
lA desire for stool
and
itching

of the anus<ed at night.
l Severe burning after stool>ed
by cold water.
Aloes:-
l Protrude like a bunch of grapes.
l Bleeding, sore, tender, not,
intense itching.
l >ed by cold water
l There is a tendency to diarrhoea
with want of confidence in
sphincter ani.
Ars.aib.:
l With stiching pain when
walking or sitting not at stool
l Burning pain>ed by heat.
lAssociated with great prostration
and debility.
Capsicum:-
l Bleeding haemorrhoids
l Burning and smarting sensation
as from cayenne paper
l Not relieved by eat.
Collin Sonia can:-
l Bleeding haemorrhoids
l Constipation with hard stool.
l -Painfull,Sensation as if sticks,
sand or gravel had lodged in
rectum.

l Especially in pregnant women
and heart patients.
l Acid Nitric:-
l -Haemorrhoids bleed easily,
Constipation even for soft stool
l Sticking, Pricking pain as
from splinters.
l -< after stool, lasting for
hours.
Hamamelis:-
l Bleeding haemorrhoids
l Profuse, dark blood
l Great characterizing
indication is excessive soreness
l -Usually prescribed in low
potency and ‘Q’form.
Millefolium:-
l Bleeding Haemorrhoids.
l Profuse, bright red blood.
l Painless.
l Usually prescribed in ‘Q’
from.
Mucuna:- Or -Dolichos
l Haemorrhoidal diathecis
l Constipation with intense
itching.
Muriatic Acid:-
l Swollen, blue
l Great sensitive and painful to
touch.
l (Even cannot make use of the
softest toilet paper).
l -Prolapse while urinating.
Thuja:-
l -Haemorrhoids swollen
l Pain most severe when sitting.
l With robust figure and dual
personalities.
Lachesis:-
l -With scanty menses.
l -At climacteric period,
strangulated with stitching pain
shooting upward (Acid nit).
Ignatia:-
l Prolapse with every stool.
l Have to be replaced.
l Sharp stiches shoot up the
rectum.
l<for hours after stool (Rat,
sulphur Acid nit).
Lyco:-
l Constipation with hard stool.
l Ineffectual urging
l Flatulency in lower abdomen.
l <4-8 P.M.
Puls:-
l Blind haemorrhoids
l Itching and sticking pain.
l Dyspeptic troubles specially
      from rich food.
l Thirst less
l After child birth
l Blumeg Odorgtg:-
l Bleeding haemorrboids.

distorted” that “ find their ways to
the press and public forums” assuming
“ the status of final conclusion”, and
these are not verified by “ scholarly
forums for evaluation or acceptance”.
Factors behind making history
distorted has also been found out : ultra-
nationalism, regional parochialism,
corruption, commercialization of
degree awarding system by some
unworthy universities and putting
history as a tool of political and
propagan-distic approach . Dr. Panda
when said all these things as a most
perturbed  historian of the OHC , he
emphasized that “ history of Orissa
should be laid on firm foundation of
truth”.

Dr. Panda  has very boldly pointed
out his fingers at the veracity and truth
of the book  : The Real Birth Place of
Lord Buddha . He has named the book
but has not taken the name of its author
Chakradhar Mohapatra.. He has
denied Kapileswar village at the
outskirt of Bhubaneswar as the real
birth place of Buddha. The Pali
Inscription that has gone to Ashutosh
Museum at Kolkata from here he
considers it to be “a product of forgery”.
He says that Mahataba in OHC session
has said that the claim was considered as
“palpably absurd’, “ a product of
forgery”, and “a caricature of research”.
He again has reminded that at Bombay
IHC , D C Sarkar has not accepted the
truth of this saying.

These are very interesting things
that Dr.Panda has raised at Orissa
History Congress at Balasore.  It is
interesting if not to anybody in Orissa,
it is certainly to Orissa Buddhists
Front that has gone in to record of
keeping certain facts before
everybody here those who matter in
the objective history of the State and
its glorious past. Historians of the
State are  shortsighted and they do not
like to correct themselves when new
facts emerge at a later time. If they
found something unacceptable to them
at Bombay session of Indian History
Congress in1969, where their
intellectual outpourings, we do not
know, how far was at the receiving end
then, must have tried to explore new
facts to prove or disprove a claim
which after a lapse of more than thirty
years they d not like to accept.
Whether they accept it or not , it is
not so great a thing for the history of
the State now. Rather , let there be a
common platform come up for a meet
of all those historians who deny their
support to this birth place controversy.
Before that I must put certain things
before all the historians of the State
to come forward with their opinion to
end this bad blood for all times to
come. Forget the inscription got from
Kapileswar village, forget the book
written by Chakradhar Mohapatra. I
want certain clarifications from Dr.
Panda , President of OHC and his
colleagues who sit in the same

vehicular thought of denying Buddha
his rightful birth place in Orissa. Let
them come forward and let us end this
controversy here and now my
questions are
1. From where this word
“MANADHATA” came ? where this
word was found its first use ?
2. From where this word
“NRUSIMHA “ came? how this
word’s  first use formed?
3.Why there are four villages in the
name of “Podapada” is found at three
strategic locations?
4.Why there are two “Oda Khanda”
villages again at two  different places?
5.Where the first use of the village
“CHANDRAVAGA”, “ ORKAL”,
and “NILA PARVAT” are found?
6. The use of “MOUSI MAA” is
synonymous to the use of “AAI
MAA”. Is use of these two words find
elsewhere in any other literature or
mythology or any puranic texts?
7.What was the real name of the river
BHARGABI”           during  rishi
Bhargaba’s time? Or the name of “
DANTAPURI”  during Buddha’s
time?

Not less than hundred such
questions can be put forth before not
only historians of Orissa, but also of
Nepal and other countries to carry the
points that Buddha was born here, and
only here in Orissa. The book written
by Chakradhar Mohapatra suffers
from  many inconsistencies. The first
wrong things he did when he said that
Bhubaneswar is Kapilvastu and also
Devadaha and Ramagama.
Bhubaneswar can not be Kapilavastu
and Devadaha and Ramagama
simultaneously. Still, he has done a
commendable work by saying that
Buddha was born here. The books

written by Dr, Karuna Sagar Behera
on Konarka and Prachi Valley is no
less accountable when facts it carries
tells of  its irrelevancy to Buddhist
literatures. The most dampen things
are that scholars here who are proud
of being historians are not having
sufficient knowledge in Buddhist
literature to put things very
convincingly that Orissa has its time
of glory from Buddha’s period itself.
If no excavation work has been done
properly to show the international
audience that we have something that
others do not have , then responsibility
is historian’s who here unashamedly
took the praises from public
unhesitantly  to fatten their public
position but did no work on the
glorious Buddhist past of the State
mindfully. To follow western scholars
has become an intellectual  burden in
academic world where the onus lies
more often on our historians. If the
non historians are out to do the work
of historians, it can not be said of now
that their works are “distorted” .Let
there be a common platform evolved
at the State level to disprove the
“distortions” collectively. But such
patience as required to maintain
equilibrium in use of an openness of
mind is the first thing that the
academic world must maintain to
invite others who are doing
something for the historic importance
of the State. From few months from
now ,new things may emerge to
change earlier facts to show the
world that Buddha very much
belongs to Orissa, in spite of
excavations sites may or may not
come up or delayed to share the
views of those who are out to prove
this “unbelievable distortion”.

Buddha & the Orissa...
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SPECIAL REPORTIS NAVEEN PATNAIK
Afraid of Samir Dey?
BJP has suffered a steady erosion of its values in Orissa. The recent Panchayat polls have also confirmed the stand. The alleged sexual
escapades and the reported financial exploitation of teacher community by no other than the concerned minister has obviously raised
the question that if Naveen is indeed pressed hard by the central BJP leadership to contemplate action against the erring minister?

Bureau report.

Constitutional authorities
at loggerheads

By A.K. Sahoo

The last fortnight has seen some important
developments taking place in the state. In the
first case, two constitutional bodies have

literarily clashed with each other, and in the second
one, the BJP, a major political force and coalition
partner of the ruling Biju Janata Dal, has found
itself in helpless conditions.

The two constitutional
bodies – Speaker of Orissa
Legislative Assembly and
State Election Commission
(SEC) – have locked horns
especially after some election
posters and leaflets were
allegedly seized from the
official vehicle of the Speaker
Maheswar Mohanty at
Chandanpur near Puri.

The SEC has filed cases
against the Speaker on charges
of violation of code of conduct
and a Crime Branch investigation
has been ordered into the
incident. The Speaker on the
other hand, has questioned the power of the SEC
in lodging complaints against him with the police.
He has even accused the Election Commissioner
S.C. Hota of settling a score with him for allowing
a debate in the house regarding a land purchase
dispute in which the latter is allegedly involved.

Political observers here feel such a
confrontation between two constitutional organs
may not augur well for the common citizens.

In the second instance, chief minister Navin

Patnaik has emerged as clear winner in the
panchayat elections. The regional Biju Janata Dal
headed by Mr Patnaik has emerged as the single
largest party in the panchayat polls by winning 296
by the end of fourth phase of elections.

The results show the Congress has also
improved its performance. Of the results declared

for 772 Zilla Parishad seats,
the Congress has won 271
seats. The third and foremost
development is of course the
reverses suffered by the BJP
in the panchayat elections.
The party – which won 167
seats in 2002 panchayat polls,
has lost at
least 51
seats to
BJD, Congress and other
opposition parties. The BJD
and Congress have wrested
three of the four Zilla
Parishads held by the BJP in
2002 panchayat elections.
An election analysis shows

that the BJD – not the opposition Congress - has
accounted for the defeat of the BJP candidates in
maximum number of ZP seats. The BJD-BJP
which jointly share power in the state could not
forge alliance this time and went to the polls
separately. Now it remains to be seen if the BJD
and BJP continue to maintain their alliance or
break before the next Assembly polls. The big
question is – will the BJD sacrifice its political
benefit to BJP only for the sake of friendship?

Purchase of Buddha idols from foreign
countries by the State government.

Gaon Ganda Feature Service

In another ugly contrasting scenario,  the State
Government in Culture Department  is trying to
procure eight Buddha sculptures through a

global tender. It is surprising to learn that the
government is all in a move to act swiftly to
get these sculptures installed  at eight Buddhist
heritage sites of the State. Ignoring importance
of local artisans who are traditionally engaged
in making Buddha’s and other sculptures for
generations, government’s move is strangely
motivated by an euphoria of foreignness. It is not
understood how and who is behind this move though
some points at this as action taken by the ex-Chief
Secretary who is not unknown for his anti-Buddhist
lobby in the State. There are  artisans in Orissa whose
name in making world class sculptures has brought
the State many name and fame abroad. And for this,

highest state honour has been
endowed on them. Many of them
are still working for building

temple sculptures outside the State. When so many
exemplary works of our artisans are there to showcase
the contribution of their traditional idol making habits
as one of our home grown  industry, it is unfortunate
to make global tenders for procuring Buddha
sculptures for our Buddhist heritage sites. It is another
way of ruining the economy of their families. When
shortage of funds does hamper the protection of
Buddhist heritage sites in the State are a claim put
forth from the government side, spending crores of
rupees on Buddha idol purchase from abroad never
put the government ‘s thought  in proper perspective.
On whose benefit the money are being earmarked to
be spent is a question mark put by many before those
who say one thing and act differently in the business
of discharging their public duties in offices. It is time
that this global tender is cancelled forth with.

The most unfortunate thing out of this bid to
purchase Buddha sculptures will be for the scholars
who claim that Buddha was born here. The foreign

artists who will make these sculptures for their
installation at heritage sites of the State may
give Buddha a face of their own making that
may resemble a human face of the country to
which the artist belongs.. This when installed,
say, at Ratnagiri, may bewilder the position of
the scholars here before the international
audience who claim that Buddha was born here.
These two things are diagonally opposite and

needs greater attention by all who matters much in
keeping the cultural tradition of the State in limelight.
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Orissa’s Higher
E d u c a t i o n
Minister Samir

Dey, who belongs to the
BJP is very much in
controversy since long
time. He drew media
attention first during the
Cuttack hooch tragedy of
1992 as his name figured in
the diary of  Belu alias
Surendra Das, the alleged
kin-pin behind the tragedy.
The diary/account book of
Belu, seized from Belu’s
home in Rausapatna of
Cuttack clearly mentioned
that Dey had taken money
from him on several
occasions, in the name of
donation to the party fund.

Since news regarding
Dey’s accepting money
from liquor king Belu , who
was responsible for over
300 deaths in Cuttack had
come out openly in the
media, it was expected that
Naveen Patnaik, who was
pleading for a “clean

administration “ would not
accept such a controversial
person in his council of
ministers. But during his
first tenure as Chief
Minister, Patnaik not only
inducted him in the cabinet
but also assigned him most
important portfolios like
Urban Development, which
is considered as a money
spinning department. At that
time Dey was considered as
the main fund-raiser for the
BJP for which he was in the
good book of the central
leaders.

When Naveen Patnaik
came back to power for the
second time it was expected
that the Chief Minister,
who was keen to build his
political career on “clean
image” would prefer not to
include a controversial
person like Dey in his
cabinet. But all the
speculations went wrong
and Dey was inducted  for
the second time. This time

he was made the minister
for Higher Education, a
most prestigious portfolio,
despite his “not so clean”
image.

As the minister for
Higher Education, Dey has
become extremely
controversial . He is
charged with promoting
favoritisms, sexual and
financial exploitation by a
group of officials close to
him. It is alleged that an

officer in his establishment
is exploiting students, lady
lecturers both sexually and
financially. In order to meet
the urge of this particular
bureaucrat , male lecturers
are being posted in
women’s colleges despite
protest by the principals,
allegedly to procure
teachers by alluring them
with posting in their
choicest places and lady
students by promising good
marks in the examinations.
While lady lecturers with
genuine physical and
personal problems have

been thrown out to distant
places, teachers who are
close to the minister and
this particular bureaucrat in
his establishment  are being
given prized postings in
women colleges of the
capital.

Earlier we had
mentioned that Pratisruti
Plus is in possession of
audio C.D. of a
conversation between a
lady student and a hench-

man of the extra-
constitutional authority
operating from the
minister’s chamber with
link in the universities ;
alluring her with higher
marks in exchange of ‘
special favour ‘. Though a
number of senior leaders of
the State BJP are aware
about the contents of the
C.D. and have heard the
details of the conversation,
they had expressed their
helplessness because of
close proximity of Dey and
his associates to the central
leadership.According to

authentic information,
Chief Minister Naveen
Patnaik has been apprised
of the alleged corruption
and nepotism in the higher
education department
under direct patronization
of Minister . A number of
non-resident Oriyas and
activists have sent e-mails
to the Chief Minister and
the people who matter in
the administration to clean
the un-wanted elements

from the Higher Education
Department. But nothing
has been done yet.

In addition to all these,
though Dey has been
charged of filing false
affidavit during 2004
assembly elections , the
Chief Minister has
preferred to keep quiet,
while earlier he had
instructed Child and
Women Welfare Minister
Pramila Mallick and
Minister of  State for
Labour, Pradip Naik to quit
their posts. Though State
Electoral Officer has

ordered for probe into the
allegations of filing of false
affidavit and the returning
officer Cuttack is probing into
it , many feel that continuance
of Dey in the office would
jeopardize the probe.

At one point of time
Dey had the guts to
announce publicly not to
allow Chief Minister
Patnaik to enter Cuttack
city. At that time, many in
the political circles had

believed that Patnaik who
could drop a popular cine
star like Prasanta Nanda
from his council of
ministers as he found
“shadow of corruption” on
him and has ordered for
vigilance enquiry, would
drop Dey like a hot potato
as he is neither as popular
as Nanda nor has a clean
image. But the Chief
Minister had to keep quiet
for “ mysterious reasons”.
BLACK MARK ON
THE SAFFRON

In the meanwhile “
Sambad Kalika “ an Oriya

daily published from
Bhubaneswar has
published a series of
stories highlighting
illegal  amassment of
property and sexual
escapades of a senior BJP
minister without mentioning
his name. This has stained
the image of saffron not
only in Orissa but also at
the national level.
Beginning from All India
Vice-President Jual Oram ,
up to State unit President
Suresh Pujari , who are
known for their
straightforwardness and
clean image are finding
themselves helpless .
Earlier we had carried a
story mentioning that the
working style, scandalous
activities and alleged sexual
escapades of some of the
BJP ministers are likely to
bring doom for the party,
which has almost come out
to be true in the three-tire
panchayat polls.

It is high time that the
BJP leaders at the center as

well as in the State should
seriously try to save the
image of the party by
isolating the corrupt
elements in the party so
that they can regain
confidence of the people
and the media. Chief
Minister Patnaik, instead
of maintaining double
standard ( one standard
for Pradipta Naik , the
nicest among the lot and
the other for Samir Dey )
should deal firmly in
order to save his personal
image as well as image of
the party which is at a
stake. The results of the
panchayat elections can
be taken as parameter of
BJP’s unpopularity in the
State. Unless Patnaik
would take bold steps to
curb corruption, nepotism
and scandalous activities
of the ministers and
MLAs of the ruling party,
it would strengthen the
base of Congress to a
great extent despite all
weaknesses in it.
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Temple sisireswar and
markandeyesvara

(Two identical early temples)
Banshipani Mishra

The Sisireswar temple at
Bhubaneswar is an
important landmark in the

evolution of temple architecture.
It consists of the deula (now
devoid of its crowning members
and the upper part of the gandi)
and a rectangular Jagamohana
The deula, though similar in form
to that of the Parasurameswar, is
clearly pancharatha on plan. The
similarity of the structural form
shows the continuity of the earlier
tradition, but the developed
pancharatha pattern shows the
progress of the style. The
rectangular Jagamohana with the
terraced roof is similar to that of
Parasurameswar, but at the same
time it is an improvement over the
earlier technique. The
Jagamohana of Sisireswar has no
windows, it has not pillars inside
and the roof is built according to
the cantilever principle. The
vertical face of the sloping eaves
are relieved with friezes, of which
military processions form the
dominant theme. The niches in
the central projection of the deula
are adorned with images of
Ganesa, Kartikeya and an eight-
armed Mahisamardini.

In architectural form the deul,
together with the rectangular
Jagamohana, approzximates to
that of the Parasuramesvara
temple, but in decorative details
it is closely related to the Vaital
Deul its figures being equally
remarkable for their fine
workmanship and sensitive
modeling (e.g. Nataraja within
the medallion of the upper
chaitya-window on the frontal
raha). Its pabhaga consists of four
decorated mouldings as in the
Vaital Deul.

All the images of parsva-
devatas-the four-armed Ganesa,
the two-armed Karttikeya and
‘the eight-armed
Mahishasurarnardini-are intact in
their respective niches of the

central projections of the bada The
niches on either sicte of the central
projections have different forms of
Siva including Aja-Ekapada and
such composite forms as
Ardhanarisvara and Hari-Hara,
while those of the kanika contain
kanyas.

The decoration of the door-
frame is particularly attractive. In

addition to the usual decorative
bands of scroll-work and floral
motifs, simlar to those on the
Vaital Deul, two facets of the
jambs have each at the bottom a
naga-figure holding a foliated
puma-ghata, the symbol of plenty
and prosperity and a four-armed
Saiva guard.

The vertical face of the sloping
eaves of the Jagamohana on the
south and east sides is relieved
with war-scenes, the
corresponding space on the north
side having a frieze of elephants
and lions. The outer body is
divided into several broad
compartments fi l led with
sculptures, of which the figure of
Lakulisa, seated cross-legged, in
the central niche of the south side
is most interesting, The
dharmachakra-pravartana-mudra
of its front two hands and the
treatment of its pedestal,

consisting of a stylized tri-ratna
flanked by a deer and naga, are
distinctly Buddhist in inspiration.
A damaged figure with a canopy
of serpent-hoods and holding a
vase in his left and and a rosary
in his right, to the right of the
niche containing Lakulisa, has its
counterpart in one of the images
carved on the north inner wall of
the deul of the Vaital. Among
other figures is noteworthy a
relief of Kamadeva in the
company of two females.
On the floor of the Jagamohana
lies a ten-armed image of
Mahishasuramardini, carved in
high relief and bearing a close
similarity to the figure on the
northern niche of the Vaital
Deul.

A duplicate of the Sisiresvara
temple, «is situated near the
south-west comer of Bindu-
sarovaraThe deul (ht. 9.45m.) is
well-preserved, but the
Jagamohana is entirely modern,
though built after the original
one. The decoration of the door-

frame is slightly different from
that of the Sisiresvara temple, for
we have here the figures of eight
grahas (Ketu being absent) on the
projected architrave over the lintel
containing a seated figure of
Parvati; the jambs are divided into
three vertical compartments, of
which those on the left from
bottom upwards are a Saiva duara-
pala (door-keepeer), the four-
armed Brahama and the two-
armed Agni; the central figure on
the right jamb is damaged, the
other two being the dvara-pala
and Varuna holding a noose in his
left hand.

Like the Sisiresvara temple,
the facade of this temple is
dominated by a chaitya-window
containing a ten-armed figure of
Nataraja of neat workmanship.
The niches of the central
projections contain images of
Ganesam, Karttikeya and Parvati,

the last devoid of ornaments and
wearing a jata- mukuta The
comer-niches have different
forms of Siva inclutlmg Aja-
Ekapada and Ardhanarisvara Of
the the divine figures, mention
may be made of the four-armed
Mahishasuramardini on the
northern raha. The recessed
kanthi, demarcating the gandi
from the IJada, is relievced with
various themes, both moundane
and divine, like amorous figures,
inebriate man, doorkeepers
leaning against their staff,
worship of the linga, homage of
Brahma to Siva, etc.

This temple is closely related
to the sisiresvara temple and may
also be assigned to the 8th century.
Like the temples of the early
group, the deula has a low sikhara,
the gandi is demarcated from the
bada by a recessed kanti, while the
eight planets over the lintel of the
door is another early feature found
on this temple. The style of
decoration, with a chaitya window
containing Nataraja on the front
facade of the raha, and different
forms of Siva in the niches of the
temple, are akin to those of the
Sisireswar temple. However, the
door frame is different from that
of the Sisireswar, the walls
adjoining the doorjambs have
been divided into compartments
and embellished by figures of
Brahma, Agni, Varuna, etc., which
is a rare feature bespeaking of the
freedom of the artist during this
creative period.

The rectangular jagamohana of
this temple has been thoroughly
repaired, but originally it had a
roof built on the cantilever
principle. Besides these two
temples, the vaital temple at
Bhubaneswar can be regarged as
belonging to this phase of
architectural evolution.

Secretary: Foundation for
Indology and cultural Studies,

Bhubaneswar (Orissa)

TRAIN OF LOVE IN FLAMES!
Sixty seven messengers of

love vanish in flames,
fifty struggle against hope

and hundreds of crores watch
the gory drama of life, death &
terror. Terrorism knows no
bounds and like Satan, is bent
upon kill ing      his own
fellowmen-women & children.
One question to my nation,
“Friends! For whom are these
souls paying the price; paying
the price for what? And is it

going to continue without end?”
This time, the fanatics

attacked the ‘Mohabbat ki gaddi’;
as once a happy driver had said.

The attack comes just ahead

of the Pakistani Foreign
Minister’s visit. This shows how
the terrorists want to affect the

ongoing peace process between
two countries, attempting to
derail the same. Started in 1976
following the Shimla accord, the
Samjhauta Express is the symbol

of good neighborliness and
friendship between India and
Pak, and an attack on the same

means terrorism neither belongs
to any religion nor to any
nations. The Samjhauta Express
is a high profile train and such
blatant attack on it raises serious
concern on the security systems
of our country. Anybody could
have hardly imagined such an
unfortunate incident to be
repeated after the heart rending
Mumbai blast last year on the
World Population day on July 11th.

How ever it is indeed a
good sign that India & Pak in
th is  hour of  cr is is ;  have
decided to walk hand in hand
without resorting to the petty
blame game and further the
objectives that both nations

seek to achieve. This shall
indeed defeat the malicious
design of the perpetrators.
The wisdom of India and the
reasonable reticence of Pak
would definitely be able to
augur well for this subcontinent
where peace, amity and
understanding of good
neighborly relationship is the
need of the hour.  The entire
world have now begun to
realise that today the world is
gripped in between co-
operation and confrontation
and that terrorism  needs to be
arrested from the whole of the
globe, if civilization is to stand
the test of time.

All spiritual  seekers try their best to  find out the Real
‘I’ in them as well as in all beings of the World with the
benign guidance of the spiritual experts called Masters

or Gurus. The ardent and faithful disciples succeed in their
attempts through the grace of the lord to discover their real
self, the Supreme spirit of the universe. This reality is  called
Brahman, the  Vedas and Vedanta and spirit in the  different
metaphysics and philosophical  tenets. This spirit appears to
our finite mind as Jiva and the World. Due to a mysterious
power of God, the Spirit or self is veiled by ignorance. This
veil is the  clothing or upadhis, covering the real spirit by the
illusory force ‘maya’; the spirit becomes relative World of
appearance while the Real-Spirit the Absolute self remains
the same, as existence, consciousness  & bliss, called
Satchidanalnda . Yoga is the technique which removes this
ignorance or maya of the Self so that the Jiva regains its
identity becomes one with the absolute spirit. Thus yoga  is a
science that removes this  ‘phantom or illusion of the mind
so that the World of ignorance disappears like darkness in
the light of the Sun. When one realizes this technique, infinite
real spirit as one’s own self, the appearance of any separate
or independent being as Jiva, disappears as unreal  & shadow
of the real being. This is the whole truth of the philosophy of
Yoga & Vedanta, which enables one to find out one’s real
spirit, which is eternally full of blissful delight with the light
of immortality.

The absolute Self is immortal ‘it is  untouched by any sin
or sufferance caused by illusory forces of the universe. The
entire mankind is saved by this knowledge of the spirit, it is
freed from all the miseries  of body and mind, when the real
self is realised and one is established in that absolute
consciousness.

This supreme knowledge of the spirit was discovered in
India thousands of years ago and was handed down to the
entire mankind, through the teachings of various  Upanishads.
The Gurus, saints & Yogis have propagated the above
teachings time  & again for this welfare of the entire mankind.
This powerful spiritual knowledge has been widely spread
all over the world by the Yogada-Satsang-Society, headed by
Param Hansa Yogananda  of Swami. Hariharananda Giri
Moharaj in recent times. Essentially, this Yoga teaches the
most practical means of control of the mind of the Joining
with the Real-spirit through services of lessons taught to the
disciples. Generally, the self is freed from the clutches of the
illusory force which is identified with the Real self. Thus the
enlightened self is established in the place of bliss, unmoved
by the sense-perceptions of the triple nature of maya, called
Tamas, Rajas & Satwa. A Gunatraya, remains in the World
but is unaffected by the force of ignorance called maya which
is the domain of the  unreal-Phantom like the shadow of the
being. The authoritative  texts or Maha-Vakyas of the
upanishods like Tatwamasi, Ayam-Atma-Brahma, Aham
Brahmosmi. This knowledge of truth of the real sel f
emphatically states that, when this consciousness is realized,
the self declares him to be ‘so-aham’ i.e. I am Brahma.

A realized soul becomes a powerful channel  of self
realization through out this glove and he sprads this message
of self realization fearlessly so boldly from pole to pole.

This highest blessedness is easily attained by humanity
through association of contact with such realized souls and
the miss ion of  Param Hansa Yogananda is  fu l f i l led
undoubtedly in the world. When one becomes fully conscious
that he is one with the supreme spirit as explaned previously,
he discovers his eternal self in the Godhead, which is omni
present. In this context, Swami Yogananda has declared” I
came down from my omni potent throne of love in the bosom
of space. I was every where then I open the gates of human
limitations of family, caste, colours creed. I am remaining
every where. He has also taught us how to regain the state of
our real spirit, through the transparency of deep meditations.
The infinite spirit is below, above, behind, before, to the right,
to the left, every where. I am the infinite spirit, the Atman,
inthis supreme & absolmite self-abode.

DIVINE DISCOURSE
Pandit Nilambar Nanda

God Realisation

FALLEN ROCKS A T KONARKA

MAKE IDOL BUSINESS FLOURISH
T ourists to Konarka temple can

not find anything like this unless
they visit the northern side of

the temple that has hips of fallen rocks
scattered around there presenting a
perilous sight. This twelve century
heritage temple has lost many truck
loads of fallen rock pieces from the
protected area by scrupulous hands
under the very nose of ASI staff who
are in uniform there to protect the shrine
and get a package of salary for that from
the Central Government.

A huge temple collapsed some one
thousand years back. And no body has
kept the records now to show how
many rock pieces by the process have
fallen then. But looking at the temple
the ASI can measure it and also
scientifically say how many pieces
must have gathered around when the
temple fell. Where are they now ?
Some few days back it was found that
some  artisans are working on the fallen
rock pieces to make idols there in the
broad day light. It can be safely said
that some rock pieces were used by

the ASI to make some vacant places
filled in the body of the temple to give it
a befitting look.  It offers also some
reasonable  ground to believe them what
they say technically out of context inside
the temple premises. Looking to such
versions where mere argumentative skill
does not help one much by means of
some selective official words, one has
to surrender himself to the very
magnificence of the temple before one
starts such an argument to protect
oneself but not the temple for which one
takes a monthly salary. The fallen rock
pieces are simply vanishing and the
officers in charge to protect them are
unable to check it. This is really
wonderful. Thousands of huge rock
pieces were carried from far off places
through the river Prachi and Chtrotpala
to reach the Padma ganda  for

construction of the temple there. How
much of pain and sacrifices have been
made by the people then now has been
forgotten  Thousands of small and

medium idols of different deities  are
being sold at the temple side shops to
the tourists every day. One wonders
from where really the stones come in
such huge quantities for making out

these idols ?  The clue is here. It may
not be true for all cases . But the fact
remains when it came to the sight of
some tourists that fallen rock pieces
are used for making idols  at  Konarka.

Some of these rock pieces carry
beautiful engravings on them. And thus
they need preservation and attention
of the ASI as well as the State
Government. If the Government finds
these stones valueless from historic
point of view then let them be sold
out to the local artisans and let the
Government earn something out of it
Why loss of revenue? Or if the ASI
can not protect them let it be given
out to some NGOs. But not the way
things are  being carried out now for
making of new idols from the fallen
rock pieces which has more historic
value than the present new ones.

P
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This paper of ours is
obviously published once in a
blue moon, being a fortnightly.
Any writter can scribble on
anything and on any issue like
members of the assembly putting
questions on anything and on
everything at the Zero-hour.
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PRATISRUTI  PLUS
Why does Kalahandi repeat its
own fate even after four decades?

Last weekend few of our
friends met in a family get-
together in Tokyo.  As a

developing country India has many
social problems unlike Japan,
however, one thing many of us
agreed that it’s the regional lobby
by influential decision makers and
regions which are hindering the
development of backward region
like Kalahandi. For development of
any country including Japan or
Western countries, education played
a major role. In general, all over the
world employment rate is always
higher for people having a master
degree to that of a high school
certificate. [Recently statistics in
India shows a contradiction,
nevertheless, we must remember
that this disparity is not because of
the degree rather the quality of
education in India. Quality
education has always paid the best
in India like for the graduates from
IIT, IISc, ISI, NIT, central
universities and many other
institutions.]  Access to higher
education is very much crucial in
this regard as it inspires many
through its success like the case of
IIT. In a region like Kalahandi,
illiterate and poor people often ask
question like what is the reward of
going to schools if their children can
not find a job and finally to work in
the agriculture field after
completing her/his education, rather
s/he should start to earn for the
family working in the agriculture
field from the beginning instead of
losing many of her/his years in
education! Although intellectually it
is absolutely not correct, there is
some amount of truth in their
argument as well. Unless we
provide quality education in a region
like Kalahandi so that it could able
to make people employable after
their degrees/diploma, poor and
illiterate people would never be
encouraged to send their children to
primary schools. This is the reason
why literacy rate in the region is one
of the lowest in the country.

Citizens should have equal right,
opportunity and access to
knowledge, (at least) with respect
to common governmental facilities
and irrespective of caste, creed,
religion and most importantly
geographical location. Most of the
issues are often raised by our
politicians and social scientists
except one which was never been
so far. I mean to say access to
national institute of higher learning
for those unprivileged citizens who
live in remote locations such as
Kalahandi-Balangi r -Koraput
(KBK) and places similar to it.
 Many of our national level

politicians, journalists, scientists,
engineers, physicians, social
workers etc. have a rural
background. However, our 59 years
of history showed that NOT a single
high quality national institute like
IIT, IIM, IISc, IISER etc was ever
established in an unprivileged and
backward region although national
institute of higher learning in smaller
towns have delivered well both
qualitatively and quantitatively all
over the world. Countries like USA,
Germany, Japan, UK, Belgium,

Netherland, Australia, France,
Switzerland etc. have many high
standard national institutes of higher
learning in rural and semi urban
smaller towns. Some of them are
internationally well claimed, such as,
National Institute of Natural Science
Okazaki, Cornell University,
Forschungszentrum Juelich,
Katholique University Leuven,
University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign and many more. In India,
formerly University of Roorkee (at
present IIT Roorkee) and, BITS
Pilani have equally delivered quality
education despite their locations.
There are many smaller towns in
unprivileged locations across India
such as Bhawanipatna in Kalahandi
District and many such smaller
towns, which are large enough
compared to internationally known
Leuven, Juelich, Cornell or Urbana-
Champaign to accommodate an
internationally claimed institute.

Unfortunately, in the current
boom of establishing national
institutes like IISER, IIT, IIM, Indian
Institute of Public Health (IIPH) and
etc. by HRD ministry and by various
central government ministries, not a
single location like Bhawanipatna is
being chosen rather overcrowding
our polluted and exploding cities,
many of those would be ecologically
in high risk during few decades as
per the predictions by
environmentalists. Establishment of
national institutes of higher learning
in the country was generally
politically motivated. In a fair case,
institute locations were chosen
based on region like East, West,
North, South, Central and, North-
East region of the country where
population of the state and larger

cities were often under higher
consideration totally discounting
geographical need and accessibility
to other remote and disadvantageous
part of the nation. In the current
scenario, neither a national institute
like IIT, IISER etc. nor a central
university was ever established in
Kalahandi-Balangi r -Koraput
(KBK) region (of which 7 districts
out of 8 are among the most
backward 10 districts of India) and
not even in its neighboring
backward districts of Orissa such as

Boudh and Kanthamal that of
Chatisgarh. This is despite the fact that
since last 40 years the region was
regularly being scrutinized and drew
attention by the media, social workers
and political leaders for its backwardness.
Not even a single state university is
located in KBK region either.

This region (a total of 10 districts
including Boudh and Kandhamal)
has an area of 58 393 sqkm which
is larger than the area of Punjab or
Uttaranchal or Haryana or Kerala,
and if counted area wise separately
(from Orissa) it would be ranked 18
among all Indian states and union
territories. It has 37.7 % of
contribution to the total area of
Orissa and has 22.5% of state’s
population (2001 census). Strangely,
all these districts are located in a
single pocket and were never looked
into by both state and central
government for any government
institution like University,
Engineering College, Medical
College, IIT, IISER, IIM, IIPH etc.
Earlier it was said in early 1990s that
a government agriculture college, a

university and a government medical
college would be made in Koraput,
Bhawanipatna and Balangir (the time
when politically KBK was shaped),
but later all the promised vanished.

The nearest central university
from KBK region is Central
University Hyderabad which is
about 700km away and nearest IIT
is in Kharagpur at a distance of
about 710km from the region. No
institute of national importance
within 700km radius of KBK region
(size of a moderate state located

towards the center of the nation and
without having any sea border and
major lake) could be easily
compared with the distributions of
such national institutions with in a
distance of cities corridor like
Mumbai-Pune at 163km, Delhi-
Chandigarh (IISER) at 240km, Delhi-
Roorkee at 215km, Lucknow-Vanaras
at 300km, Lucknow –Aligarh at
370km, Kharagpur-Kolkata at 150km,
Bangalore-Chennai at 330km,
Kozhikode-Tiruvanthapuram at
380km, Chennai-Pondichery at
165km, Kozhikode-Bangalore at
355km, Lucknow-Kanpur at 77km,
Guwahati-Shillong (IIM) at 100km,
and Bhopal (IISER)-Indore at
186km.  The distance between
Bhawanipatna and Koraput is
230km and that between Koraput
and Balangir is 330km. KBK region
could be the only remote place in
the nation from where none of the
present IIT, IIM, IISc, IISERs and
central university is located within
700km radius, other near to
probable regions could be western
part of Rajasthan bordering

Pakistan, Jammu & Kashmir
bordering China or Pakistan, and
Anadam & Nicobar islands.

Incidentally, Orissa, one of the
poorest and tribal states of the
country was never funded by HRD
ministry for any IIT, IIM, IISc,
IISER or a central university type
institution unless very recently a
DAE sponsored institution, NISER,
was announced by personal
interference of the honorable PM
due to large public protest by the
people of Orissa. This was when a

proposed NIS at Bhubaneswar was
abolished and shifted to Kolkata as
proposed IISER. The state and
specially KBK region was
repeatedly being ignored by the
central government while making
institute of national importance.
Apart from political apathy and lack
of administrative support, population
and infrastructure were two other
issues where Orissa was seriously
losing to larger states like West
Bengal, Maharastra, Karnataka, UP,
Tamil Nadu etc. who were regularly
being entertained while making
national institute for higher
education. Not only the population
but the geographical location
(depending upon the distance from
remote places) should be considered
while establishing national institute
of higher education.

As an administrative strategy to
show apathy often lack of
infrastructure like rail, road and
airport etc is always given as
drawback. Unless government
investment like establishment of
new institution is not made how the
infrastructure will improve? On the
other hand, no private company
would be interested to invest in a
region where the infrastructure is
poorer like Kalahandi. Secondly,
people do hesitate to live and work
in a remote and disadvantageous
part of the nation rather preferring
cities like Bangalore, Delhi,
Mumbai or Kolkata. Even the Orissa
state government feels the similar
wind from the officers assigned in
the KBK region. So, opposition and
problems like infrastructure and
communication were/are expected
to often be raised by few of our
academicians and decision makers

against the unprivileged region for
a national institute, however,
establishment of such institution
itself would solve many of these
infrastructure related problems
(indeed at present all of these major
towns in KBK are connected by
national highway and have rail
links) and would force many
national level academicians,
researchers and students to work in
this region chicken feeding its
current outlook.  The literacy rate in
Kalahandi or in total KBK region is
one of the lowest in the country and
a recent analysis shows states having
national institute of higher learning
such as north eastern states have
higher literacy rate compared to
states without having such
institutions. It is evident how does a
national institute of higher learning
value to a region and influence
common man perception on
education? Therefore it is the
responsibility of the government to
make equalize every part and region
while establishing new national
institution of higher learning which
will automatically help to bring
infrastructure in a long run irrespective
of its remote accessibility.

A recent proposal of establishing
an Indira Gandhi National Tribal
University at Amarkantak is a
healthy and welcome development
by HRD ministry. However, such
attention should also be focused
while establishing IIT, IIM or IISc/
IISER in other part of the country.
Recently, while establishing IISER,
HRD ministry already has made a
stark state wise uneven distribution
of institutes of national importance.
Cities such as Delhi, Kolkata,
Mumbai, Bangalore, etc, were/are
often given higher priorities (so,
were/are the respective states) by
literally neglecting many other
backward parts of the nation like
KBK region and their states, but a
very recent announcement of IIT in
Bihar and Rajasthan, is a welcome
decision. Irrational decision is also
being taken while making newly
funded institutions like Indian
Institute of Public Health. KBK
region has higher malaria mortality
rate and its state Orissa has highest
mortality in the country of malaria, one
of the deadliest diseases in the world.
The birth mortality of KBK region and
Orissa is one of the highest in the
country; the birth mortality rate in
KBK region is equivalent to world’s
highest; nevertheless, the state is
totally being overlooked for such an
institution by Public Health
Foundation of India (PHFI).

In conclusion, beside other
social development programs a
central university and few national
institutions like IIT are urgently
required in backward region of the
country like Kalahandi. Otherwise,
it will repeat again its fate even
after next four decades.

Dr. Digambara Patra

Reflections

the settlement.
Since both Speaker Mohanty

and SEC Sanjiv Hota are
representing constitutional bodies
tug of war between the two has put
Chief Minister Patnaik in an
embarrassing situation. If
Mohanty would be found guilty ,
Naveen may ask him to quit. But
if Hota’s action would be found to
be wrong , then what will happen
? Will he quit voluntarily or would
face privilege motion in the
assembly as threatened by the
Speaker ?

Mad rush
for Land

Orissa Chief Minister Naveen
Patnaik who has so far
successfully maintained his clean
image and loyalty towards his
father Biju Patnaik, the greatest
statesman of our time, to woo over
the people of  the State despite all
odds is virtually standing on a
cross road. Despite starvation
deaths, Naxal menace , sale of
children , continuing of road
blockade at  Kalinga Nagar ,
Naveen has been adjudged as the
No.1 Chief Minister by the CNN

IBN channel, by the audience who
have seldom any idea about the “
real Orissa “ and its people. His
position has come down in the
survey recently conducted by
INDIA TODAY. Though reports of
such surveys hardly matter to the
majority of the poor and deprived
people of the State, the ruling party

politicians enjoy like Emperor
Nero  who was playing on his flute
while Rome was burning.

There is no doubt that the
industrial policy of Naveen
Patnaik as well as his charisma as
son of Biju Patnaik and high/wide
personal contacts, integrity has
attracted industrialists from the
country and abroad, who claim to
have interest in building a modern
Orissa to cherish the un-fulfilled
dreams of Biju.

However motive behind many
industrial houses seems to be
mysterious as they are more
interested to create mineral and

land banks in prime locations of
Orissa than really taking part in the
State’s development. Not only the
industrialists like Anil Agarwal of
Vedanta have hungry eye for prime
land and minerals of Orissa but the
yoga gurus like Sri Sri Ravi
Shankar, Yoga Gurus Ramdev and
the like are also interested to have
large chunks of land around
Bhubaneswar and Puri to
establish their ashrams. Anil
Ambani’s Reliance group is also
no exception as they are keen to
have hundred acres of land near
Bhubaneswar for setting up a
“Health City”.

Such craze for land by the
industrial ists as well as the
yogis has created suspicions in
public minds as well as in the
minds of the intel lectuals,
part icular ly Oriya scholars
staying abroad. The l iberal
attitude of the Government in
granting lands for such purposes
have also tempted many
unscrupulous elements to invite
the so-called yogis and yoginis
to the State to give ‘pravachans’
with the sole motive of grabbing
prime lands in and around
Bhubaneswar, which has raised
many eyebrows.

The Non Resident Oriyas and
Oriya intel lectuals staying
outside Orissa, with whom I had
interacted recently feel that the
State Government should not
fall prey to the shady designs of
the land hawks in disguise. If
Ani l  Agarwal is keen to
establ ish a world class
university in Orissa, he should
do i t  in any of the K-B-K
districts where there are enough
of Government land and less
possibility of displacement of
the people.  In real sense K-B-
K districts need a world class
university  for its all-round
development. Highly populated
Puri-Konark marine drive is not
the right place for establishment
of such a university. As far as
students from abroad or other
parts of the country are
concerned i t  would be
immaterial for them whether
they would be near the sea beach
or amidst scenic mountains.

Similarly there is no need for
providing land for establishments
of yoga schools or ashrams near
Bhubaneswar. People from these
places can come to Phulbani or
Kalahandi to spend time in any
good yogic ashram to learn

Maheswar in trouble... meditation, yoga and pranayam
for peaceful and healthy living.
Places away from madding
crowds of Puri, Bhubaneswar
and Cuttack can be ideal for any
yogic institution , which can
also be promoted as good tourist
places and health as well as
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yogic tourism can flourish in the
State. Since the high-flying yogis
are fabulously rich and yoga as
well as education has virtually
become commercial propositions,
the Government should not grant
them any land free of cost or
at a nominal value.
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Distribution of National institutions of learning
like ISI,IISc, IIT ought to be done by adhering to
certain well-defined principles so as to nip the
regional imbalances in the bud. KBK regions of
Orissa is in the pitfall of sufferings owing to the
glaring disparity as it does not have the credit of
having a single national institute simply because
of political apathy and lackadaisical attitude of
both the state and central governments; opines
Prof. Digambar Patra from Tokyo.
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HOUSING Hike in Home loans turn
buyers ought to do a re-think

Bank Loan Chart
Name of the Bank/HFC Floating Fixed
HDFC 9.5 11
ICICI 10.5-10.75 12.5
PNB 9.25 11.25
SBI 9.75 10.25
Bank of India 9.75 10.75
Bank of Baroda 10-10.25 11.5 -11.75
Corporation Bank 10% 10.5
Indian Bank 9.75 11.25
IndusInd Bank 9.75 11
UCO Bank 8.75 8.75-10.25
BHW Finance 9.5-9.75 11.25
Can Fin Homes 10 not offering Fixed rate

of interest currently
GIC Housing Finance 9.5 11.25
LIC Housing Finance 9 -9.25 9.25

n As on February 14, 2007

All home loan lenders are now
in a hurry to hike loan rates.
In a span of one month, almost

all of them have announced an
increase in their home loan interest
rates. But not long ago, most of them
were engaged in a rate war, making it
difficult to judge whether the rates
have bottomed out. HDFC has hiked
the rates by 50 basis points. State Bank
of India by 25-50 basis points. Canara
Bank has hiked rates by 50 basis
points and Punjab National Bank also
by 50 basis points. Roughly, all this
could mean that on a 20-year loan you
may have to pay Rs 30 extra for every
one lakh that you have borrowed.
However, ICICI Bank has not joined
the bandwagon yet. It is still on the

‘wait and watch‘ mode. The home loan
rates had reached all-time low of 7 per
cent two years ago on account of
aggressive lending towards the
segment, much to the advantage of
those who have opted for floating
interest rates. However, this time, it is
the chance for the people who had
chosen fixed rate of interest.

But why is this sudden hike?
Liquidity crisis in the banking system
has resulted in high cost of funds.
Also, credit offtake is up. This apart,
the Reserve Bank of India has hiked
the risk weight provisioning from 0.4
per cent to one per cent for home loans
beyond Rs 20 lakh. These have forced
lenders to jack up the rates. The trend
is towards higher interest rates,
evident from global signals. The US
Federal has hiked its benchmark rate
to 4.75 per cent from one per cent, in
the aftermath of 9/11 attacks. Even in
Japan and the euro zone the bias is
towards higher interest rates. Despite
tax benefits, it is a two-way blow for
home loan seekers. With the property
prices on the rise and the spiralling
interest rates, buyers ought to do a re-
think.
Home Loans: Common Queries
1. When can I apply for a home loan?
You can apply anytime after you have
decided to acquire or construct a
property, even if the property has not
been selected or the construction has
not commenced. Besides,you can also
avail of the loan facility even if you
want to renovate or extend your home.
2. How do I make an application?
You need to approach a Housing
Finance Company with the latest
salary slips and TDS form 16 of the
last to financial years of yourself and
your co-applicant, if any. The loan
officer after going through the details

of the documents will informally tell
you the loan amount you are eligible
for and the terms of the same. You
need to submit the application form
along with the necessary documents.
On receipt of the application form, the
HFC reviews it, asks questions
wherever necessary and convey its
decision to the applicant. You are
advised to visit more than one
company since you are likely to get
better terms/ larger loan amount if you
shop for the best deal.
3. What are the types of home loans
available?
There are a variety of home loans
available:
a. Home Purchase Loans
b. Existing Home Improvement Loans

c. Home Construction Loans
d. Home Extension Loans
e. Home Conversion Loans
f. Land Purchase Loans
g. Bridge Loans
h. Balance Transfer Loans
i. Refinance Loans
j. Stamp Duty Loans
h. Loans to NRIs
a. Home Purchase Loans
This is the basic home loan for the
purchase of a new home.
b. Home Improvement Loans:
These loans are given for
implementing repair works and
renovations in a home that has already

been purchased by you.
c. Home Construction Loans:
This loan is available for the
construction of a new home.
d. Home Extension Loans: This is
given for expanding or extending an
existing home. For example addition
of an extra room etc.
e. Home Conversion Loans: This is

available for those
who have financed
the present home
with a home loan
and wish to
purchase and move
to another home for
which some extra
funds are required.
Through a home
conversion loan,
the existing loan is
transferred to the
new home
including the extra
amount required,
eliminating the
need for pre-
payment of the
previous loan.
f. Land Purchase
Loans : This loan
is available for
purchase of land
for both home
construction or
i n v e s t m e n t

purposes
g. Bridge Loans: Bridge Loans are
designed for people who wish to sell
the existing home and purchase
another. The bridge loans helps
finance the new home, until a buyer is
found for the old home.
h. Balance Transfer Loans: Balance
transfer loans help you to pay off an
existing home loan and avail the
option of a loan with a lower rate of
interest.
i. Refinance Loans: This loan helps
you pay off the debt you have incurred
from private sources such as relatives
and friends, for the purchase of your
present home.
j. Stamp Duty Loans: This loan is
sanctioned to pay the stamp duty
amount that needs to be paid on the
purchase of property.
k. Loans to NRIs:This is tailored for
the requirements of NRIs who wish to
build or buy a home in India. EMI is
the Equated Monthly Installment
payable till the loan is paid back in
full. It consists of a portion of the
interest as well as the principal. Some
of the incentives offered by lending
institutions are:
i) Some companies sanction the loan
without requiring you to identify
property as a pre-requisite for
eligibility.
ii) Free accident insurance
iii) Discounts
iv) Waiving of pre-payment penalty
v) Waiving of processing fee
vi) Free property insurance
4. Can one take a home loan for
construction in a city while working
in another city?
Yes, you can take loan for construction
in one city while working in another
city. The HFC’s generally service this
loan after getting details of the plot
legally verified.
5. How much time does it take to get
an application processed and the loan
getting sanctioned?
It takes around fifteen days for
processing of one’s application if
the documentd are in order.It takes
another week for the company to
check out the property papers and
make the disbursement.
6. What is the maximum amount
which I can borrow?

Home loans are generally provided
for in the range of 75%-85% of the
asset value.The amount of loan
varies from institution to institution
and it may vary from Rs.1 lakh to
Rs.1 crore.
7. How is the maximum amount
derived?
The maximum amount which one can
borrow is a function of many factors
which includes primarily the purpose
of the loan. In addition, ones
residential status whether resident in
India or non-resident will also have a
bearing on the maximum amount of
loan that one can borrow. Generally,
if one is a resident Indian, then he can
borrow upto 85% of the cost of the
property.
8. How is my loan eligibility
determined?
The primary concern of the HFC’s in
determining the loan eligibility is that
you are comfortably able to repay the
amount you borrow. Your repayment
capacity is determined by taking into
consideration factors such as income,
age, qualifications, number of
dependants, spouse’s income, assets,
liabilities, stability and continuity of
occupation and savings history.
9. What are the repayment period
options?
Repayment period options range
generally from 5 to 15 years. A few
HFC’s also offer a 20-year repayment

period, usually at a higher interest rate.
As a non-resident, you can avail of a
loan only for a maximum period of 7
years.
10. What are Collateral Securities
taken by the Housing Finance
Companies?
HFCs usually take some additional
securities which are called collateral
securities. These may be in the form
of guarantee from one or two persons,
assignment of life insurance policies,
deposit of shares, and units or other
securities. These additional securities
are taken with the hope that if a loan
is not paid back recourse may be taken
to such securities instead of depending
upon the mortgage of the property
which is the last resort. Guarantors,
when alerted, become very effective
persons in prevailing upon the
borrowers to fulfil their obligations.
11. What is the range of interest
rates offered?
The interest rates may vary from
institutions to institute. (Please refer
Loan Chart)
12. How is the interest calculated on
my loan?
Most HFCs follow the yearly
reducing-balance method, which
accounts for your principal
repayments only at the end of their
financial year. Thus, you pay interest
on the principal that you have already
returned to the HFC. The effective
interest rate is thus higher than the
quoted interest rate by around 0.7%.
Banks and some HFCs, in contrast,
follow the daily or monthly reducing-
balance method, which results in a
lower interest burden
13. What is the basis of interest rates
calculation?
The interest on home loans in India is
usually calculated either on monthly
reducing or yearly reducing balance.
Monthly reducing : In this system the
principal on which you pay interest
reduces every month as you pay your
EMI.
Annual Reducing : In this system the
principal is reduced at the end of the
year, thus you continue to pay interest
on a certain portion of the principal
which you have actually paid back to
the lender. Which means the EMI for
the monthly reducing system is
effectively lesser than the second
system of calculating interest.
14. What is the fixed rate of
interest?
Some HFC’s have fixed rate of interest
which means that the interest rates
remain unchanged for the entire
duration the loan. This basically
means that you do not benefit, even if
the rates of interest drop in the market.
15.What is a floating rate of
interest?
This is the rate of interest that
fluctuates according to the market-
lending rate.
16. What are the fees and charges
payable and when are they
payable?
Home loans are usually accompanied
by the following extra costs:
Interest Tax: is the tax payable on the
interest paid on a home loan and not
the principal. This tax is some times
included in the interest rate of the
loan, or may be charged separately
as interest tax. b) Processing Charge:
It’s a fee payable to the lender on
applying for a loan. It is either a fixed
amount not linked to the loan or may
also be a percentage of the loan
amount. The loan amount received by
you can be less than the processing
fee. c) Prepayment Penalties: when a
loan is paid back before the end of
the agreed duration a penalty is
charged by some banks/companies,
which is usually between 1% and 2%
of the amount being pre paid. d)
Commitment Fees: Some institutions
levy a commitment fee in case the
loan is not availed of within a
stipulated period of time after it is

processed and sanctioned. e)
Miscellaneous costs: It is quite
possible that some lenders may levy
a documentation or consultant
charges. f) Registration of mortgage
deed.
17. What security do I have to
provide for the loan I want to take?
Security for the loan is a first
mortgage of the property to be
financed, normally by way of deposit
of title deeds. The title should be
clear and marketable. Some HFCs
may also require collateral security
like the assignment of life insurance
policies, pledge of shares, NSCs,
units of mutual funds, bank deposits
or other investments
18.What are the documents
required at the time of application?
The common documents that the
financiers require at the pre-approval
stage are: Proof of Age  Copy of Bank
A/C statements for the last 6 months
Copy of latest credit card statement
Passport size photograph
Signature verification from your
banker
If you are salaried, you need to
produce:
Salary and TDS certificate
Latest pay slip
Letter from employer
If you are self-employed you require:
Your business track record
Copy of audited financial statements
for the last 2 years
At the disbursal stage (for property
already located), you need to submit:
Allotment letters
Photocopies of title deeds
Agreement to sell
Encumbrance certificate
For self-construction:
Approved plans and clearance
certificates along with estimates
The common documents that the
financiers require at the pre-
approval stage are: Proof of Age
Copy of Bank A/C statements for the
last 6 months
Copy of latest credit card statement
Passport size photograph
Signature verification from your
banker
If you are salaried, you need to
produce:
Salary and TDS certificate
Latest pay slip
Letter from employer
If you are self-employed you
require:
Your business track record
Copy of audited financial statements
for the last 2 years

19.Tax benefits available are as
under : (a) Exemption under Sec 88
of IT Act (Rebate) for repayment of
principal upto Rs.10,000/-. (b)
Deduction under Sec 24 of IT Act
for interest payment on housing
loans upto Rs. 75,000/- (in respect
of self-occupied house property
acquired or constructed with capital
borrowed on or after 1.4.99, and
acquisition or construction whereof
is completed before 1.4.2001. Tax
benefits vary in case of rental.
20. Who can be a Co-Applicant?
 a.Co-Applicants are the Co-Owners
of the property in respect of whom
the financial assistance has been
sought. Usually joint applications
are from : husband-wife, father-son
or mother-son.
21. What is the EMI?
EMI or Equated Monthly
Installments, refers to the fixed sum
of money that you will be paying to
the housing finance company every
month. The EMI comprises both
interest and principal repayment.
The size of the EMI depends on the
quantum of loan, interest rate
applicable and the term of the loan.
22. Can I repay my loan ahead of
schedule?
Yes, you can pay your loan ahead of
schedule. However, it must be noted
that housing finance companies
charge a fee for early redemption of
loan. This fee can vary between 1-
2% of the loan amount being
prepaid.
23. Does the property have to be
insured?
You will have to ensure that the
property is duly and properly insured
for fire and other appropriate hazards,
as required by the HFC during the
period of the loan and will have to
produce evidence each year and/or
whenever required by the HFC. The
HFC will be the beneficiary of the
insurance policy. This is an added cost
that will add to the final cost of
purchase of the property.
24. What is the difference between
a Monthly Reducing EMI and a
Yearly Reducing EMI
Yearly Reducing EMI-In this system
of calculating EMI the principle is
reduced at the end of the year,thus
you continue to pay interest on a
certain p ortion of the principle which
you have actually paid back to the
lender Thus the EMI for the monthly
reducing system is effectively lesser
than the Yearly redu cing system of
calculating the Interest. P
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The recent hike in home loans has eventually
forced the buyers for a soul-searching. The

who what and how aspects of availing a
homeloan are elucidated by

Partha Patnaik in a lucid manner,
which shall be of immense value

and interest to the borrower,
with out ever being bamboozled.
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Akhil Kumar Sahoo

When Lalu Yadav
requested Amar Singh
to send an invitation

card , what he was saying was that
he wanted to attend the high
profile marriage ceremony of
Abhishek Bachchan with
Aishwarya Rai. Amar Singh
remained silent . Because Lalu
realised the smoke of his trains as
he said that Ais’s marriage will
bring no bad omen if before her
marriage she weds a Sahada tree
first and then she weds Abhishek
after that. The tradition of
Balaram’s marriage to Rumkuni
who was much older to Balaram
as she belonged to Satya Yuga and

Balaram to Dwapar Yuga evokes
much solidarity with the groom
becoming smaller in age than his
bride. The same thing happened in
case of Radha and Krishna who
having smaller in age did not
corrupt any social thinking
because of his possessing extra
human power during his time.

The sex appeal of a girl for a
man is different than it is to a boy
of her same age. . Men and women
do not  act impressively with  age
for a much longer time. There was
a time when social scientists
advocated for widow marriage and
in certain cases  it is still an
approved act . In widow marriage
the age of the bride is at the higher
side. It may be more than one

expects. And it turns out to be
happier marriages in most cases
without any grumble for
separation. With change of time
and food and professional habits
of staying away from home  with
or no time for kids playing with
father and grand father, what turns
out to be sexy is modeling of an
approach towards life rather than
an income for it. Never one’s
income adds to one’s sex life. The
load in one’s purse rather hips out
relationship’s time to meet life
below the belt more that it
demands above it.

When nothing of the sorts
motivate the sex life more than it
seems to wear out time in
gambling, suggestion to look after
better partners are a bit non
sensual. Marriage is different from
sex and more of its  grammar are
walled with pallets than with chew
gums. Often misleading thoughts

corrupt the relation when it puts
things harder before the heart. In
an age of professional habits
ringing out bells of choice, it is a
partnership world where the bed
does not decide everything, but
commitments to remain in
continuity in a two world choice.
Neither men have burnt their
hands in marriage nor women in
theirs choices. Marriages break
because of a lot of factor that make
humans more equal to animals
than to Gods. An emotional life
has no fixed boundaries of a
country or of religious sanctions.
The most interesting chapter
begins when two minds operate in
struggle for prayer and peace but
not for pursuance of excellence.

All impermanency is show cased
in human achievement that has
meaninglessly been boxed in
words of  hearts. Manu Smruti   has
harsh words for certain marriages
. But aged women are more a
property when taken for
counseling. Many strong willed
persons are found to have  good
ears when they pay their attention
to women witlessly better than
their age. Good people must go for
wedding  better women artistically
suitable for their  professional
search for contentment. There is
nothing abnormal nor bonhomie
sealing in Abhishek’s marriage to
Rai even if the later is more aged.
History is replete with such
instances where good looking
beautiful women have thrown their
choice of marrying younger people
as their partners in life and also
vice versa.. These are not mistakes
in life if praying hearts do not

break  principles of commonness.
So much of importance

rendered to one marriage is often
considered as a social barrier and
also a scrutiny of such unsocial
thrust is not at a commendable
footing. The interest the media is
taking on the celebrity ‘s wedding
is unethically long in wishes of a
czarina tiger that has nails of a
demon and eyes of a witch. The
less the public take its interest in
such social functions is better for
the family that hosts it with its
inner circle of friends and
relations. No horoscope however
strong has its own demerits of
looking at the feet of the planets
that has not been granted  a
permanent stay for the ascendant

Groom smaller than the bride!!!

to usher glories in bountiful of
baskets. Beautiful women as they
fall in the eyes of the society are
considered in utopian opinion as
commodities. Others are led to
become happy when they see such
women do not go for marriages,
as they fail to woo them as their
brides. Here lies the mistakes that
history has drowned many human
beings in repentance. For weighing

every thing in terms for sex has
enough cudgels of war and that
mistakes  not wisdom ever befall
to save beings to return to path of
glory. Many beautiful women has
been forced by kings and land
lords to rock many lives, so
scriptural guidance it is seen as
meaninglessly beckon their path
before something happen to roll
down into abysmal  depth.

It is not difference in age of
couples that always create
happiness for them. Let the society
learn how to cope with success and
failure of others not only in
professional life but also in a
larger social life. That leads
many of us to a confrontational
nozzle living where age is not
what we burden everybody with
a sense of dignity, but the lack

of a balance in one’s impartial
outlook at others who have
something others don’t have. A
father ’s success is always a
burden for the children
irrespective of their socio-
political status. It brings failure
for an individual more quickly in
comparative scale. A marriage is
not a borrowed choice coming
from parental success to afford
peace and tranquility  to the
couple. It never comes out of
certain pujas or ceremony as
society led to believe many a time
looking at marvelous thalis full of
offerings for the deities. Who has
never started a walk can not be said
of now how successfully he will
compete the path of walking in a
few days or months or say, in a few
years from now.

Tandra fitted
the image
I had in mind

She is queit, he is eloquent,
She is shy, he teases her. Yet
all the temperamental

differences dissolve when it
comes to their art. He teachers
acting himself, acts in drama and
films. Also directs. She only acts.
Their union was providential.
They complement each other.
Bijay-Tandra team needs no
introduction. Tandra Ray was
only 16 when Bijay Mohanty first
saw her. He had just come back
from Delhi after his stint in the
National School of Drama. The
year was 1977. “We both were
acting in the film CHILKA
TIREE. In Delhi I was exposed
to a free lifestyle. But once back
in Orissa discipline was the rule.
Joking and teasing girls were not
permitted. By that time I was
sizing up as a prospective bride
groom. Tandra fitted to the image,
I had in mind, “ Bijoy recalls.

Was the young girl, then in her
teens, aware of the attraction she
had for Bijoy? A coy smile, a

fleeting blush, preceded andra’s
answer. “No, In the beginning. I
was not aware. May be I was going
through a phase of infatuation.
And  I did not know the difference
between infatuation and being in
love”. But Tandra felt within that
he was the person. “He impressed
me a lot. Now he teases saying that
he had a dynamic personality and
tremendous sense of humour”

After finishing a hectic
shooting schedule during the last
fifteen days, Bijay was free that
day. “Today I don’t have any work.
I well lake full rest” he said calmly.

The couple most sought after
in the tinsel town Bijoy and Tandra
are simplicity personified dispite
the star status the enjoy.

What qualities of Tandra
attracted Bijoy towards her? “She
knew everything right from
sweeping the floor to going to a
disco. And when I really fell in
love with her, I gave the proposal
of marriage. However I was asked
to wait for 2 years because her

parents had doubts about my
economic status as an artiste.
Those two years were an acid test
for me. After Chilika Teere (in
which Tandra was my co-artiste,
got the National Award, I became
the most sought after villain of
Oriya screen. During the same
period I joined as the head of the
department of drama in the college
of Music, Dance and Drama. They
were convinced that I would be
able to provide bread and butter to
their daughter” he reminisces
Tandra. “Besides being my wife she
is my greatest critic, which has done
me tremendous good.” Bijoy
Mohanty has the distinction of

writing 21 plays in Oriya, directing
100 and odd plays and acting in more
the 100 Oriya films. He has bagged
many National and State Awards.

A flamboyant actor, Bijoy
Mohanty could have gone further
up had there not been the pressure
of teaching. His Tandra’s acting in
films affected the family life? “No
never. She stopped acting for 4
years when their daughter was
born. After that she went back to
acting. We plan every thing in
advance. So we don’t face any
trouble, “ Bijoy said”. Did you ever
object to her acting in films? “Why
should I object? She never gives
chance to me to be unhapply. Rather
I always encourage her,” Bijoy said
candidly.

Your wife is celebrity. Is there
any ego clash?

Silence prevailed for
sometime. “Why should there be
a clash at all. She is a celebrity at
her own level and I am on my
own. We both compliment each
other”, Bijoy answered.

Bijoy and Tandra regret the
lack of professional approach in
the-Oriya film world. Bijoy is a
stickler for discipline and
punctuality. Bijoy’s advice to the
upcoming artists of Orissa is that
“forget about films, act on stage.
Go on polshing it instead of
running after uncertainty. He fells
that governement should give more
incentives to the theatre artists.

Bijoy likes varied kind o
fexposures. “I talk to people
freely, I am not bothered what
people think about me. I love
teasing. It is harmless. I attracted
towards beautiful girls. That does
not mean they are all my bed
partners. If Tandra says she is not
attracted towards another
handsome men, then she is lying.”
Bijoy said. But Tandra is full of
praise for him. His sense of
Frankness his unbiased approach
to people and issue. Some think
Bijoy is difficult person. She has
spent 13 years with him. “ I think
Bijoy is the person who really trusts
everybody”, Tandra observed.

Both of them are planning to set
up a mini-studio and production
unit. The preliminary paper work
has been completed and with in a
short period the construction will
start. Both believe that India’s
Biggest problem is population.

They would say “Instead of
looking for the right partner try
to be the right partner. If you
can’t win the heart, physical
presence is meaningless.

Basanta Kumar Tripathy

Down the memory lane

The Death of Childhood
The glories of childhood are now over. The childhood which was a

loving phenomenon till the last decade of 20th century has ceased
to be so under the present circumstances. Those childhood pranks

like stealing away from home at summer noon-time, catching birds and
squirrels or collecting berries of any number are not considered fun and
frolicsome any more. Standing and staring at the rural landscape or “they
also serve who stand and wait,” instead of being blissful and virtuous, is
just a loss of time and a boring experience. Each and every village is
converted into a township and the innocent, pleasure-seeking devices have
been replaced by the modern ones like watching the TV or standing in a
queue before the fast-food stalls. The then society of tillers and growers
has been metamorphosed into a community of traders and buyers. The sudden
collapse of the age-old values and the reckless introduction of new
technologies have shifted the epicenters of human life from tranquillity to
unprecedented chaos. In a craze to find a foodhold in the competitive world,
a three-year-old is forced to enter school with a school bag twice his weight
on his back. In fact, to-day, childhood begins and ends at the age of three
which, in other words, is a mass celebration of the death of childhood.

A brief sketch of my own childhood which dates back to the 1950s
might well elucidate its  inappropriateness and irrelevance in a utilitarian
society such as ours today. I was born in a remote village in a mud house
with a hat-like straw roof over it. The freedom of India or the New India
was just a year old and Mahatma Gandhi was held as the symbol of our
national life. Poverty, sickness, illiteracy and untouchability were still in
vogue in the Indian society. Life was uncomfortable and quite inconvenient.
To beat the summer heat all that we could have was a hand-fan made of
dry palm leaves which rattled with each rotation. During winter, most of
the people slept on home-made grass mats, rolling half of it over them
which served as a poor substitute for woollen blankets. Only the well-to-
do persons, few in number, had match-boxes in their houses and most of
the village women had to borrow fire in shape of a lump of burning
cowdung  from them to light their hearth for cooking. Village economy
was based on farming which was totally dependant on the annual rainfall.
However, all those shortcomings never affected the children who had learnt
how to get used to it. As learning was not taken as seriously as it is now, we had
plenty of time to play and make merry. Wants were as limited as entertainments.
Grandmas in every house used to tell endless stories about demons, lions and
tigers while the children smuggled into their laps at bed time. Children grew
like wild bushes, sans ambition , sans any planning for future.

Times have changed, My children who started their life with video
games are not afraid of tigers and lions any more. The big games, too, are
now confined to zoos and sanctuaries who have reformed their wild nature
under the compulsion of a rationed diet. Children, today, are more
progressive and less stupid than we were in our childhood. They do not
even like to be called ‘children’ as  they do not want to be identified as
weaklings, dependant on others to transact the business of their life. The
mentaphor of life has changed making them more methodical, more
responsible and more practical in everything. For them the heetic life of a
technocrat is preferable to the solitary life of a poet in a sequestered valley.
They have justified the maxims that “Child is the father of man”.

The fecundity of knowledge and the rapidity of progress today prove
that the childhood of our time which we mistakenly regarded as a treasure
for a longtime is not anything more that a liability. It is neither inspiring
nor useful to our career-minded children in any way and it is needless to
say that it has outliver its utility since long. Sometimes, when I narrate
some of my childhood experiences to my children, they pooh-pooh it as
something ridiculous. So I shall keep the muses of  my childhood in my
pockets and if someone presses me hard to bring them out, I would only
say, “No, I can’t be a child because it will wreck my image.” P

The acting duo Tandra and Bijay Mohanty
are well known figures in the Orissan celluloid
world. In fact Bijay has already carved a niche
for himself. How did they set up a home? What
brought them together? Sangram Panda
had tete-a-tete with the couple.

-Bijay Mohanty

P

P
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Taj Mahal : The mausoleum
was built by a grief stricken
Emperor Shah Jehan as a memorial
to his beloved wife Mumtaz
Mahal. Started in 1631 it took
almost 22 years to complete. The
finest of skilled artisans were
brought in to inlay the marble with
semi precious stones and to
enclose the cenotaph in lacy
marble screens. The perfection of
the marble structure is set off by a
serene green garden bordered by
red sandstone walls and tall gates.
The Jilo Khana is the main gate.
A small museum at the left of the
main central chamber has the
details of how the Taj Mahal was
built. (The Taj is closed on
Fridays).

Agra Fort:  This splendid red
sandstone fort stands on the banks
of the Yamuna River. Within are

several exquisite palaces and
pavilions - Moti Masjid or the
Pearl Mosque in white marble, the
Diwan-i-am and Diwan-i-khas the
two audience chambers, Jehangiri
Mahal, an elegant double storeyed
palace built in 1611, Khas Mahal
and Sheesh Mahal the beautiful
palace of mirrors. From the
Samman Burj an octogonal tower
in the fort there is a fine view of
the Taj Mahal. It was here that
Shah Jehan was imprisoned by his
son and spent his last days gazing
at the tomb of his beloved wife.
Itmad-ud-Daula:  The mausoleum
of Mirza Ghiyas Beg the father of
Empress Noor Jehan is embellished
with pietra dura, marble inlay and
lattice work marble screens.

Mariyam’s Tomb:  It was built
in 1611 in red sandstone for

Agra
the city of the
Taj Mahal

Akbar’s Christian wife.
Jama Masjid : The mosque was
built in 1648 in memory of Sheikh
Salim Chisti by Shah Jehan’s
daughter Jehanara Begum.
Ram Bagh : One of the earliest
Mughal monuments in India.
Earlier known as Arambagh, it
was built by the Emperor Babur
for his recreation.
Sikandra : The fine mausoleum
of Akbar combines the Muslim
and Hindu styles of architecture.
Intricate mosaic work in elaborate
geometric designs decorate the
structure, which is set in a
spacious garden.
Dayal Bagh : The headquarters of
the Radhasoarni sect that was
founded by Swami Shri Dayal in
1861.
Chini-ka-Roza: This tomb

decorated with glazed tiles is
halfway between Ram Bagh arid
Itmad-ud-Daula. It is the tomb of
Allama Afzal Khan Shukrullah of
Shiraz, a well known poet scholar,
who took employment with
Jehangir in 1617 and later became
Prime Minister under Shah Jehan.
He died in Lahore in 1639 and his
body was brought to Agra and
buried here.
Eating Out

Agra is noted for its Mughlai
cuisine. Amongst the sweets, petha
and kheer are popular. All the
hotels in the city have excellent
restaurants that offer a range of
cuisines. The Only Restaurant,
Taj Road; Capri, Hari Parbat;
Panch Ratna, Sanjay Place; Taj
Restaurant of ITDC, Western
Gate, Taj Mahal; Taj Khema of
UPSTDC near Eastern Gate, Taj
Mahal; Shiv Akash Restaurant,
Fatehabad Road; Zorba the
Buddha, Gopi Chand
ShivhareRoad; Dasaprakash
Restaurant, Gwalior Road,
(Mehar Cinema premises) are
some other options.

Shoopping
Agra offers marble inlay work,

leather goods and a range of
handicrafts from fine chikan
embroidery and brass ware to semi
precious stone jewellery. Much of
this is available around the Taj
complex along Fatehabad Road, at
Sadar Bazaar, Kinari Bazaar and

Munro Road. The State Emporia,
Gangotri (U.P.), Kairali (Kerala),
Black Partridge (Haryana) and
Kashmir Government Arts
Emporium are all located in the Taj
Mahal Shopping Arcade, Western
Gate. Other options include, Oswal
Emporium, 30 Munro Road, Tel:
225710,225712; Kraft Palace,
M.G.Road, Tel: 364103, 364104;
Munshi Ganeshilal & Sons, 194,
Fatehabad Chowk, Tel: 330168;
Subhash Emporium, Gwalior Road,
(opp. C.T.O.), Tel. 225828-30;
Kohinoor Jewellers, M.G. Road
Copp. Baptist School) Tel. 364156,
368855; Rajasthan Handicrafts,
Fatehabad Road; Baehoomal Sons,
Boutique 18, Sadar Bazaar.
Excursions

Fatehpur Sikri (38 km) : A
fascinating capital town preserved
in its entirety. It was built by Akbar
to honour the Muslim saint Sheikh
Salim Chisti who lived here.
Towering fortifications, massive
gateway and airy palaces with their
pierced stone screens display the
finest facets of Mughal
architecture. Among its many
gems are the palaces for his
queens-lodha Bai, Mariyam and
his Turkish Sultana, built in
varying styles, each perfect in
itself. The airy Panch Mahal a five
storeyed structure rising in
pyramidal fashion was probably
used by the ladies of the court. The
Diwan-i-Khas entirely uniquein its

concept is a tall vaulted room with
an intricately carved central pillar
and capital supporting a platform
that once held the Emperor ’s
throne. Narrow galleries link this
to the corners of the room where it
is believed his ministers sat. Set
like a jewel in a courtyard of pink
sandstone is the marble tomb of
Salim Chisti, enclosed by delicately
carved marble screens. The Buland
Darwaza, an imposing gateway 54
m high was built to commemorate
Akbar’s victory in Gujarat and was
completed in 1575.
Bharatpur (60 km) :  One of the
finest bird sanctuaries in the world,
the Keoladeo Ghana National Park
at Bharatpur was once the wild fowl
hunting preserve of the Maharaja
of Bharatpur. In wiqter Dver 350
species of birds including migratory
birds can be seen here.

Raised pathways camouflaged
by trees and undergrowth make
viewing easy. A boat ride in the
early misty hours of the mapljng
can be magical. The caca.phony is
unbelieva.ble as spaanbills, egrets,
painted storks, white ibis and a
variety of other~ tend to their
young in the mixed heranries on
the half submerged babul trees.
lacanas with their iridescent
calaurs and the spectacular purple

moorhen can be seen delicately
treading over the flaating
vegetatian. Migratory species
includiqg the Dccasional Siberian
crane, aTrive to swell the numbers
in the winter months. In the
margiqal farests arouqd the lake
are species af geer - sarnbhar,
nilgai, chital and also. the lesser
predatars like the fishing cat,
jackal, hyena, mangaase and
parcupihe. Pythansare alSo. seen
sunning themselves at the water’s
edge ar at Pythan Paint.
Deeg (32 km from Bbaratpur):
Once the summer retreat af the
ru lers Df  Bharatpur.
Picturesque palaces are set
amidest  water  bodies and
ornamental gardens.

Mathura  (56 km) : Enraute to.
Agra from Delhi, Mathura with its
ghats and temples is associated
with the legend af Lard Krishna. It
was here that he was barn. He spent
his childhood in Brajbhoomi, the
area around Mathura that has
various places af historical and
religious interest. Among the
places to visit in Mathura are the
Sri Krishna lanmasthana,
Dwarkadish Temple, the Gita
Temple, the ISKCON Temple at
Vrindavan, Vishram Ghat, Kansa’s
fart and lama Masjid.

Agra is the city of the Taj Mahal where thousands of visitors come every
year to gaze in awe at this marble ‘poem’ to love. Agra was once the capital
of the Mughal emperors and it is their passion for building and aesthetic
sense that endowed it with some of the finest buildings in the country. The
city has good hotels and facilities for this visitors. The abandoned Mughal
capital at Fatehpur Sikri, the splendid bird sanctuary at Bharatpur and
Mathura, the birth place of Lord Krishna are other attractions close to Agra.
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